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What Haydn Teaches Us About Sonata Form: The Da Capo Aria and the Early Keyboard
Sonatas, Hob. XVI:1 & 3
by Adem Merter Birson
Hofstra University
Abstract
Recent approaches to Formenlehre tend to prioritize music of the late eighteenth century, and by
extension that of Beethoven and Mozart. These approaches are based on assumptions of a sonata form
with a normative underlying structure of two clearly articulated themes corresponding to the two key
areas found in expositions. Adaptations of this approach for the undergraduate theory classroom have
led to distortions of understanding of sonata form’s origins, and of Haydn’s place with respect to the
history and development of the form in particular. Understood in many respects as unique, Haydn’s
tendency toward the use of continuous expositions is often explained away as musical wit, that
somehow the listener is being tricked. However, Haydn began his career at a time when sonata form
was beginning to emerge as a genre. The form in part resulted in the use of borrowing techniques from
the operatic stage to enliven the forms of instrumental music for the entertainment of a rising middle
class of amateur keyboardists and musical societies. Haydn, for his part, was active during the 1750s as

a private teacher who composed numerous works for his students to perform. This paper explores the
pedagogical application of analysis of Haydn’s early keyboard sonatas in C major, Hob. XVI: 1 and 3,
through an investigation of their stylistic predecessor in the da capo aria.
I. Introduction
Undergraduates get a distorted view of sonata form. This view, first propagated towards the beginning
of the nineteenth century, aimed at codifying the forms of Beethoven’s instrumental music.1 It
depends on the opposition of two contrasting themes articulating the tonal opposition of two keys in
an exposition. Recent models in the study of musical form have added new terminology to essentially
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Scott Burnham, “The Role of Sonata Form in A. B. Marx’s Theory of Form,” Journal of Music Theory 33/2 (1989): 260.
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the same design: today, primary and secondary themes are separated by medial caesuras and
punctuated by essential closures.2 In the undergraduate theory classroom, this positions Haydn’s
music as an outlier against the sonata forms of Beethoven and, by extension, Mozart, whose works
also adhere to this model. One way to remedy this situation is to analyze the keyboard sonatas Haydn
composed while teaching in Vienna in the 1750s. These sonatas offer a glimpse into what it may have
been like to have been one of Haydn’s students in the 1750s; from them we may see what it meant to
teach and learn sonata form at the point of the form’s origins in music history. They also reveal how
Haydn informed much of his approach to sonata form on the da capo aria. This, in turn, provides
students with the tools necessary for future analysis by linking the forms of instrumental music to
those of vocal music, thus leading to a more accurate understanding of the form.
Hepokoski and Darcy describe a first-movement structure of two themes separated by medial caesura
as the most frequently employed approach to sonata form in the Classical era.3 This framework
separately categorizes much of Haydn’s music in sonata form as “continuous exposition.” 4 This term,
furthermore, is often associated with Haydn’s personality as witty.5 According to the abovementioned definition of sonata form, if an exposition like the opening movement of Haydn’s
Keyboard Sonata No. 33 in C minor (Hob. XVI:20) does not contain a second theme, this must be
because Haydn has deformed the default sonata form; he has expanded the transitional zone by
blurring the boundary of the medial caesura. This in turn gets interpreted as a kind of musical joke on
the listener, a bait-and-switch tactic that is only understood when the exposition’s final cadence has
sounded and there has been no second theme. The fooled listener then incorrectly appreciates Haydn
as a trickster and mistakenly marvels at his compositional sleight of hand. To be sure, it is often
appropriate to perceive humor and wit in Haydn’s music.6 Yet it would be wrong to interpret a level of
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James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norm, Types, and Deformations in the LateEighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 23—24.
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Hepokoski and Darcy, 23.
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Hepokoski and Darcy, 51–64.
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Markus Neuwirth, “Joseph Haydn’s ‘witty’ play on Hepokoski and Darcy’s Elements of Sonata Theory,” Zeitschrift der
Gesellschaft für Musiktheorie 8/1 (2011): 202.
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Gretchen Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting with Art: Contexts of Musical Wit and Humor (New York: Schirmer,
1992).
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amusement in works that are intended to be full of pathos, as in the first movement of Sonata No. 20.
The trickster moniker becomes a stigma in this respect, as if Haydn could never be taken seriously—at
least not as seriously as Beethoven and Mozart—in a discourse on sonata theory.
Haydn’s primary references when he began composing were certainly not Mozart and Beethoven, but
rather Italian opera buffa and the keyboard sonatas of C. P. E. Bach. As Charles Rosen has argued, the
function of the early sonata was not the creation of an abstract formal design, but rather the
satisfaction of the newly-emergent middle-class demand for dramatic music to be played at home by
amateur keyboardists and chamber musicians. 7 The rise of sonata form, and Haydn’s career along
with it, therefore began with the concern by composers over how to transfer ideas from stage music to
instrumental music. Consequently, before approaching the late-eighteenth-century sonata forms in
the theory classroom, it makes sense to talk of the ways in which instrumental forms could be
dramatized using the techniques of the operatic stage.
II. Aria Models for Keyboard Sonatas: Type 2 Aria Structure
While the 1750s are an exciting time in the history of sonata form in Viennese instrumental music,
they are also captivating years in Haydn’s life. As is well known, Haydn was living amongst the
librettist Metastasio and apprenticing with the composer Nicola Porpora. During this same period, he
was composing keyboard sonatas for teaching purposes. Griesinger writes:
Besides performing and teaching, Haydn was untiring in his composing. Many of his easy
clavier sonatas, trios, and so forth belong to this period, and he mostly took into account the
need and the capacity of his pupils.8

7

Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms, rev. ed. (New York: Norton, 1988), 8–15.
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Georg August Griesinger, Biographische Notizen über Joseph Haydn (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1810), 19. Translated in Vernon
Gotwals, Haydn: Eighteenth-Century Gentleman and Genius (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1963), 15.
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These early keyboard sonatas are the cause of much scholarly consternation; the ones listed in JHW
as “Nine Little Early Sonatas” are most likely from 1750s and early 1760s, but some of these have
raised doubts over authenticity and others cannot be verified as to their precise date of composition. 9
Nevertheless, the circumstantial evidence surrounding these sonatas is compelling: they were written
specifically for amateur beginner students with individualized consideration for ability. These traits
make these sonatas useful for pedagogical purposes in today’s undergraduate theory classroom, as
their typically small scale offers an easy model for analysis. Two such works on which I would like to
focus for this article are two Sonatas in C major, Hob. XVI:1 and 3. Their incorporation of operatic
style, form, and harmony offers a window into understanding the keyboard sonata from the
perspective of vocal music.
As Charles Rosen demonstrates, harmonic modulation became a source of dramatic tonal opposition
in the early eighteenth-century da capo aria.10 The typical A1 section of such an aria first cadences on
the tonic, then modulates to the dominant (to the relative major if in minor). This modulation is
responsible for generating large-scale dissonance against the overall tonic and thus a sense of tonal
drama to match that on the stage. Elements besides harmony, such as register, texture, and dynamics,
also contribute to the drama and find their way into instrumental sonata form. When the A section
repeats, this time labeled A2, the material that had been previously in the dominant now appears in
the tonic, both resolving the harmonic dissonance of the A 1 section and offering one of the first
prototypes for a sonata recapitulation. The A2 section needs to resolve the harmonic dissonance raised
in A1, because both A sections repeat after the aria’s B section when the form returns to the top, da
capo. The relationship between the two A sections ultimately becomes the instrumental slow
movement form, otherwise known as a sonata without development.
According to Rosen, there are three primary ways in which the A 2 section of a da capo aria achieves
this harmonic resolution in the mid-eighteenth century (the following typology is Rosen’s): Type 1
returns to the main theme in the tonic at the start of the A 2 section and then transposes the second
9

László Somfai, The Keyboard Sonatas of Joseph Haydn (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 153–55.

10

Rosen, Sonata Forms, 34–40.
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half of the to remain in that key; Type 2 begins the A2 section with the main theme on the dominant,
then immediately restates the theme on the tonic, where it remains; and Type 3 begins the A 2 section
in the dominant and returns to the tonic at some point mid-section (a variant could begin in other
closely-related keys, like ii or vi). Each of these aria types would influence Haydn’s early keyboard
sonatas, but for this essay I will focus on Type 2.
When teaching the basics of sonata form in an undergraduate theory class, it is essential to first
establish this connection between operatic aria and instrumental sonata, as the latter in many ways
develops out of the former. An example of a Type 2 aria for analysis in the classroom can be found in
Act I scene 5, of Baldassare Galuppi’s opera, Il mondo alla roversa (1750; a vocal score was available
in Vienna in 1758). This is an aria for Graziosino called “Quando gli augelli cantano” (“When the birds
sing”). The text of the A sections is as follows:
Quando gli augelli cantano,

When the birds sing,

Amor li fà li fà cantar,

They sing for love,

e quando i pesci guizzano,

When the fish leap from the water,

Amor li fà li fà guizzar,

They leap for love,

La pecora, la tortora,

The sheep, the dove,

la passera, la lodola

The sparrow, the lark,

Amor fà giubilar.

Love makes them all rejoice.

It appears that Haydn was aware of this opera because his student, Robert Kimmerling, reports that
Haydn recommended its study to him.11
The aria’s phrase structure is largely periodic, following the text. Its opening period is based on a
single theme, the second phrase of which completes the modulation to V. After an orchestral
ritornello, the aria’s main theme appears in bar 21 with a bird-song-like motive x on the text “When
the birds sing” (Example 1). This motive is repeated in the next two bars, then continues to cadence
with a tonic PAC in bar 28 using motive y, a sequence of descending melodic thirds in quarter notes to
11

H.C. Robbins Landon, Haydn: The Early Years 1732–1765 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980), 98.
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the text. The next phrase begins in the tonic in bar 29 with a variant of motive x—this time a melody
with skips depicting a fish leaping out of the water. The modulation to the dominant begins in bar 33,
as motive y this time transposes to cadence in V. The opening of the A1 section has thus consisted of a
16-bar modulating period set to the first four lines of text. This proves important for understanding
Haydn, as his sonatas often make use of modulating periods based on a single head motive.
The particular strategy employed for the second half would also influence Haydn. When the A 2 section
begins in bar 63, motive x is first heard for two measures in the key of the dominant. The music
immediately turns back to the tonic for the next two bars on motive x, giving it Rosen’s Type-2
characteristic (Example 2). The music then continues to cadence with a PAC in the tonic using motive
y in bar 70.
Regarding the remainder of the A2 section in overall practice, Rosen writes the following [emphasis
mine]:
The return to the tonic and to the opening motif in the aria is generally followed by an
immediate move to the subdominant, or to its relative minor ii, and the end of A2 is often more
elaborate than that of A1, with considerably more coloratura passagework and a coda.12
Galuppi’s aria does just that, moving to the subdominant for a PAC using motive y’ in bars 73–76. In
this case, the original motive y is varied by inverting the descending third of its melody to an
ascending sixth. This sequence of harmonies at the start of the aria’s A2 section proves useful in study
of Haydn’s early sonatas, as Haydn often uses this exact progression—main theme or motive
presented in the dominant, tonic, and then subdominant—for the start of the second half of the
movement. This shows that Haydn imported both large-scale formal design and harmonic
progressions from the A1 and A2 sections of da capo arias into his sonatas. It also shows that vocal
music was a central consideration for Haydn when teaching. As such, beginning a unit on sonata form
with analysis of a da capo aria like “Quando gli augelli cantano” enables students to see early on the
connection between instrumental sonata form and dramatic vocal music.
12

Rosen, 42.
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Example 1: Galuppi, Il mondo alla roversa, Act I scene 5, bars 21–36

Main theme in I using motive x

I _________________________________________________________ I6

G:

Cadential Progression in I using motive y

ii

V6

I6

I

ii6

I

V

PAC

Main Theme in I using motive x’

I _____________________________________________________________ _

D: I6

Cadential Progression in V using motive y

ii

V6

I

I6

ii6

V

I

PAC

7
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III. Haydn’s Keyboard Sonatas Modelled on Type 2 Aria Structure
The second movement of Haydn’s Sonata in C major, Hob. XVI:1 is an example of a simple, ariainspired instrumental composition that can be used for analysis in the classroom. The left-hand
accompaniment to the opening, with its repeated, pulsing bass notes, resembles an orchestral string
section, while the right-hand melody evokes a solo soprano voice. The modulating periodic structure
of this movement’s exposition also resembles that of the A 1 section of Galuppi’s aria. The opening
period (Example 3) featuring the main theme first cadences with an IAC on the tonic in bar 2. This
movement, while notated in common time, actually feels like 2/4.13 The second phrase begins in bar 3
with a variant of the main theme still in the tonic, but partway through, the music modulates to the
dominant where it closes with an HC in bar 4.
Example 3: Haydn Sonata in C major, Hob. XVI:1/ii, bars 1–8

The second half of the piece (Example 4) takes on the characteristics of the A 2 section of Rosen’s Type
2 aria, beginning with the appearance of the main theme in the dominant. In bar 10, the theme’s

13

Floyd Grave, “Common-Time Displacement in Mozart,” Journal of Musicology, 4/3 (1984): 423–442.
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variant then appears in the tonic. Like in the aria, Haydn uses the tonic as applied dominant of the
subdominant with a characteristic progression we will encounter later in Sonata Hob. XVI:3: the bass
of the tonic C major moves down a whole step from C to B-flat, creating the dominant 4/2 of F major
in bar 11. This move to the subdominant has the counterbalancing effect of relaxing the harmonic
tension that had been generated by the modulation to the dominant in the exposition. With its
operatic style and use of a harmonic design identical to Rosen’s Type 2 da capo aria, this slow
movement of Haydn’s Sonata Hob. XVI:1 offers a simple example for the undergraduate theory class
of the relationship between dramatic vocal music and the instrumental sonata forms of the 1750s.
Example 4: Haydn Sonata in C major, Hob. XVI:1/ii, bars 9–17

In addition to analysis, the slow movement of Hob. XVI:1 offers an opportunity for students to
attempt a model composition of a keyboard sonata of the kind taught by Haydn (Example 5). The
exercise would go as follows: use only quarter notes in the bass as accompaniment and create a
melody as though for a solo soprano. For the exposition, compose a four-bar phrase in the tonic
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Example 5: Model composition exercise based on Haydn Hob. XVI:1/ii
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that cadences with an IAC. The phrase should begin with the provided two-bar basic idea. For bars 5–
8 use the main theme in the tonic as before, but bars 6–8 should modulate to the dominant, ending
with an HC in the new key. Now in the new key, alternate between dominant and tonic harmonies
(one bar each) for bars 9–12 using a variant of the main theme, then confirm the new key with a
cadential progression ending in a PAC over the course of bars 13–16. This would complete the
exposition.
To compose the second half (recapitulation) using the approach found in Rosen’s Type 2 aria, 1) begin
with the main theme in the key of the dominant for bars 17–20; 2) transpose the theme back to the
tonic in bar 21 and lower the bass only by a whole step, turning the tonic into a second-inversion
applied dominant of the subdominant (IV); 3) have the bass rise chromatically 4̂–♯4̂–5̂ in bars 23–24
to end with an HC in the original tonic; 4) transpose the music from bars 9–16 of the exposition to the
tonic and conclude the piece in bars 25–32. This would create a 32-bar slow-movement sonata form
based on Haydn’s template from Hob. XVI:1/ii.
Students will now need some guidance in conceptually moving from slow-movement form, which
directly evokes opera, to first-movement allegro form, the relationship of which to opera is not as
apparent. Since first-movement form is almost exclusively the version of sonata form that students
will encounter in the undergraduate theory classroom, it is especially important to establish its
connection to vocal music early in study. One way of achieving this is by comparing the slow
movement from Hob. XVI:1 with the first movement from the Sonata in C, Hob. XVI:3, possibly
composed in the early 1760s. These two movements share harmonic features borrowed from Rosen’s
Type 2 da capo aria, namely the appearance of the main theme first in the dominant and then again in
the tonic at the beginning of the development section.
The most obvious structural difference between the two movements—and between first-movement
form and slow-movement form in general—is that the opening allegro of Sonata in C, Hob. XVI:3 has
a clearly defined development section and recapitulation in its second half. This feature gives it the
appearance of rounded binary form, where the second half of the form features both a contrasting
middle and a clear return to the opening A section; the two A sections of the da capo aria more nearly
resemble simple binary form.
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The exposition (Example 6) of Hob. XVI:3/i is almost identically designed to that of the slow movement of Hob. XVI:1/ii, but on a larger scale. After an IAC in the tonic in bar 5, the main theme returns
to begin the subsequent phrase first in the tonic. Midway through the second phrase it modulates to
the dominant and cadences in that key with a PAC in bar 26; in Sonata no. 1 the analogous moment
featured an HC instead of a PAC, but in both cases the phrase began in the original tonic with the
original theme or some variant of it and then modulated partway through for the cadence.
Although the development section (Example 7) in Hob. XVI:3/i is its own formal unit separate from
the recapitulation, it still shares a general harmonic outline with the slow movement of Hob. XVI:1.
And as in the earlier sonata, the development section of Hob. XVI:3/i begins with the main theme
transposed to the dominant (bar 37). The second part of the theme then immediately appears in the
tonic (bar 45). Traditional definitions of sonata form state that the main theme in the tonic is not
supposed to surface until the start of the recapitulation. Yet this feature of Hob. XVI:3/i links its firstmovement form the with that of both the slow-movement of Hob. XVI:1 and the Type 2 da capo aria
of Galuppi’s “Quando gli augelli cantano.” It also suggests some degree of conceptual overlap between
the development section and recapitulation in that all three movements begin their second halves in
identical fashion.
As in the other two pieces, the tonic theme of Hob. XVI:3/i then transforms into the dominant of IV in
bar 49, creating a counterbalancing shift to the subdominant as a way of relaxing the tension of the
exposition. The music in the subdominant follows the same contrapuntal outline of the analogous
moment in the slow movement of Hob. XVI:1, with C4/2 moving to F6 and then C6/5 moving to rootposition F; incidentally, the presence of this identical progression in an analogous location to its use
in Hob. XVI:1/ii suggests to me that this sonata is indeed authentic to Haydn.

14
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Example 6: Haydn Sonata in C major, Hob. XVI:3/i exposition, bars 1–36
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Example 7: Haydn Sonata in C major, Hob. XVI:3/i development—beginning of recapitulation,
bars 37–72

A brief word on the recapitulation: Haydn articulates this part of the form in surprising fashion with
the main theme in the tonic minor. Rosen claims this to have been a favorite operatic device of the
Neapolitans, and Haydn may have learned it directly from Porpora—himself a Neapolitan—during his
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apprenticeship.14 Rosen cites the final aria of Act 2, “Da te impara,” from Graun’s Montezuma (1755)
as an example of this.
IV. Conclusion
This succession of examples—from Galuppi’s “Quando gli augelli cantano,” to the slow movement of
Haydn’s Sonata No. 1, and finally to the first-movement allegro of Sonata No. 8—shows that the da
capo aria informed much of Haydn’s early keyboard sonatas. These works share many stylistic,
formal, and harmonic features: they all make use of an opening period built on a single main theme
that serves both the initial function of defining the original tonic and the subsequent function of
modulation away from it; they all use said theme to begin the second half (recapitulation) in the key of
the dominant and then repeat the theme immediately in the tonic, a procedure linked to what Rosen
terms the Type 2 da capo aria.
Given this situation, it is clear that Haydn’s sonata forms should not be considered deviations from
the norm that would predominate later in the century. Beginning undergraduate instruction on the
basics of sonata form in this manner provides an accessible entry point for undergraduates to the
study of advanced formal concepts like large-scale dissonance, thematic function, and the dynamics of
tonal drama. This method puts Haydn into clearer perspective, allowing for more faithful appreciation
of his art as it developed over time, and using examples from the early sonatas is appropriate to their
original intended use as teaching pieces. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, this also positions us
to better understand Mozart and Beethoven through Haydn, and not the other way around.
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